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SUMMARY 

The effect of measurement errors on a new estimator obtained as 
combination of ratio and mean per unit estimators, are examined. A 
comparative study is made among the proposed estimator, the ratio estimator 
and the mean per unit estimator in the presence of measurement errors. 
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1. Introduction 

For a simple random sample of size n, let (Xi' Yj) be the pair of values 

instead of the true values (X j , Y j ) on the two characteristics (X, Y) respectively 

ilhfor the (i = 1,2 ... n) unit in the sample. Let the observational or 
measurement errors are 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

which are stochastic in nature and are uncorrelated with mean zero and variances 

cr~ and 0: respectively. Further, let the population means of (X, Y) be 

(Il ' Ily ). population variances of (X, Y) be ~, <iy respectively and p be the x 
population correlation coefficient between X and Y. 

Assuming Ilx to be known for the estimation of population mean Ily, the 

ratio estimator (see Cochran. [1] and Sukhatme et al. [3]) is given by 

(1.3) 

where <Y. X) are the means of the sample observations on (Y, X) respectively . 

.----.... --------~.--.~..--... ---~---
-~ ... _- ~---~---.... ~-
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Combining the ratio estimator tR and the mean per unit estimator 'I for 

the estimation of the population mean ~y of Y, proposed estimator Yo is 

defined as 

(1.4) 

where e is the characterising scalar to be chosen suitably. 

2. Bias and Mean Square Error (MSE) of 'Ie 

We first introduce the following notations 

cry

Cy =


~y 


Similarly, we can define Wv' Wx and ~ for X. 


We have 


Y-~y = ~ ~ {<Yj-/.Ly)+Uj} 
I 

= 	112 (Wy + Wu) 
n 

so 	that, variance of y is 

V(Y) = 	 (2.1)-~[1+-ifu]
n ~ 

Further, we have 

Ye 	= e tR + (l - e)y 


= e. ~ /.Lx + (l - 9) 'I 
x 
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or 

_ O~y(WX + WV) 0 ~y (W~ + wt + 2WXWV) 
Yo - ~y = - 112 + 2 

n ~X n ~X 

+m(Wy +WU)--(Wy+WU)0 (Wx + Wv) +0 [3i21 	 1 J 
n n~X 	 n 

(2.2) 

Taking expectation on 	both sides of (2.2), we have 


O·~y(~+at) OPO'xO'y 
 [1 J
E<Ye-~y) = 2 - +0 3ii 

n~x n~x n 

so that the bias of Ya up to the terms of order 0 (~) is 

Bias <Yo) = oj ~Y2 (ok + at) p O'x O'Y) 
n~x n~x 

= O. Bias (tR) (see Shalabh, [2]) (2.3) 

Further, from (2.2) we have 

<Ye- ~y)2 

=8
2~~ [fn~:~:VlJ+~(Wy+WU)2+ :I~ ~y[_[~~:~:VII (Wy + WU) 

(Wy +WU) (Wx + WV) [1 J -	 +0
n1l2 ~x n312 

-----..---~...---...------------..---..--...-- 
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Taking expectation on both sides, we obtain mean squared error of 

)Ie up to terms of order 0 [~J to be 

2 
- [82 

J.l.y 2 2 1 2 2
MSE(Ye):::: E -2-0Nx+WV+2WXWV)+-(Wy+WU+2WyWU)

nJ.l.x n 

28J.l.y 	 ]
- -- (WXWy + WXWU + WVWy + WVWU)

n Ilx 


821l~ 1 28 J.l.y

= -2- (crx + at) + -(~ + crt) ---P O'x O'y 

n Ilx n n Ilx 

2 2 2 
0'2 [ 1 +8z-.Y ~-28p-"·Y [8= -.y 11 a: LL ~0'] + 1 --Y11 cr: +0'2 ] 
n Il~ a;. Ilx O'y n Il~ v u 

~ [ 	 CX]] 2 J.l.~ -2]Cx ( 1 [ _2= -	 1-8- 2p-8- +- 82CJv+CJu (2.4) 
n Cy Cy n Ilx 

3. Concluding Remarks 

(a) 	 All the results obtained by Shalabh [2] are the special cases of this 
study for 8 = 0 and 8 = 1 when the observations are subject to 
measurement errors. 

(b) 	 From Shalabh [2], the bias of tR is 


. J.l.y 2 2 1 

BIas (tR) = --z (O'x + O'V) - -- p O'x O'y 

n Ilx n J.l.x 

and from (2.3), the bias of )Ie is 

Bias <Ye) = 8. Bias (tR) 

so that the absolute bias of )Ie is less than that of the ratio estimator tR as 

long as the value of I8 I < 1. 

(c) 	 From Shalabh [2], mean squared error of the ratio estimator tR under 

measurement errors to the terms of order 0 ( ~1is 

~ [ Cx ( Cx]] 1 [Il~ 2]MSE(tR) = -;;- 1 - C l2 P C + -;; J.l.~ at + O'u (3.1)y y 
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The mean squared error of Ya to the terms of order 0 r;-) is given by (2.4). 

Further, the mean squared error of y is same as VG) given by (2.1). 


Hence, from (2.4) and (2.1), we see that 


MSE <Ya> < MSE (y), that is, (2.4) < (2.1) 


if OY] [ILY] 2 [ crt,J [lLy]2- 2 P [ax . ILx e+ e 1+ O~ ILx < 0 

or if 

e [ at] Cx 
P>2" 1+2"'C 

ax Y 

when, ILx and lLy have the same signs (noting that e > 0) (3.2) 

Cxe [ crt,]P<-2 1+2"'C 
ax y 

when, Ilx and lLy have opposite signs (3.3) 


In particular when C and Cy are identical in magnitudes, the efficiency 
x 
conditions (3.2) and (3.3) respectively reduce to 

p > ~ (1 + ~] when, I'x ""d ~y have the same signs (3.4) 

p < - ~ ( 1+~] when, ~x and ~y have the oppos;te s;gns (3.5) 

It may be mentioned here that, for e :::: 1 the efficiency conditions (3.2) and 
(3.3) respectively reduce to 

at] CxP > 21 [ 1 +-2 . C for Ilx and lLy having same signs (3.6) 
ax y 

p < ~ (1 + ~]- ~~ for ~x ""d ~y hav;ng oppos;te s;gns (3.7) 

------------ ----.-.._..__...._
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which are the same efficiency conditions as obtained by Shalabh [2] for the 
superiority of the ratio estimator tR over the mean per unit estimator y under 
measurement errors. 

For 0 < e < 1, comparing (3.2) with (3.6), it is clear that the efficiency 
condition (3.2) for the superiority of the estimator Yo over Yis wider than the 

efficiency conditions (3.6) for the superiority of the ratio estimator ~ over y, 
hence in the extended range of the efficiency condition (3.2) over that of the 
efficiency condition (3.6), the estimator Yo is superior to both the estimators 

~ and y. Similar remarks hold when for 0 < e < 1, we compare the 

superiority condition (3.3) of Yo over Ywith the superiority condition (3.7) of 

tR overy. 
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